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PROJECT 2 – DUAL PROGRAM CHARETTE
 
"It is amazing what can be accomplished when nobody cares about who gets the credit."  -- R. Yates

MINDSET: This project is intended to continue our investigation of how “program” and “use” can
influence the design process and composition of small buildings.  It anticipates the more complex
programs that come with larger buildings.  Instead of asking you each to invent a single, small
program based on spatial ideas and the exigencies of a natural site, you will be asked to explore the
RELATIONSHIP between two given, very different, even unrelated programs within a single urban
building.  In order to maximize the potential for creative and broad-minded investigation, you will
collaborate in small TEAMS of students from each of the studios, and in an intense CHARETTE
process, with each team defining their own design PROCESS and own final project requirements. 

See: Dual, Duel, Duality, Discourse, Dialogue, Synthesis, Opposition, Collage, Bricollage, Mix, C lass, Oscillate, Reverberate, Am plify,
Com bine, Unite, Com pose, Com pound, Aggregate, Blend, Conflate, Merge, Jum ble, Mingle, Com pile, Scram ble, Fuse, Am algam ...

PROJECT & GOALS:  W orking in the small teams listed below, your charge is to develop a specific
and appropriate architectural response to the assigned program combination.  Consider how the
two seemingly incongruent program types can lead to solutions and synergies which go beyond the
expectations of a traditional unified program.  Each team is to determine the relative size, hierarchy,
arrangement, access to, and experience of each program separately, and in relation to the other. 
You should speculate how both the experiences and the physicality of your architecture respond to
these forces in plan, section, elevation, spatial composition, materials, and details where possible. 
In order to encourage true synthesis and to create opportunity to explore how particular building
elements such as an entry or a facade reflect your compositional strategies, both programs must be
handicap accessible from the Craig St. sidewalk.  The heart of the problem is how to COMBINE
disparate programs and spaces creatively, rigorously, and in an architecturally profound way. 

SITE:  The site of the Union Grill on Craig Street (a site you know extremely well)

PROCESS: Each team will work closely together during the entire project, including during studios,
after hours, and in the final presentation push.  Teams will “set up shop” in the assigned studios (All
students W ILL need to move! In preparation all students should clear their desks and remove junk
so that other students can work at your desk).  During studio hours instructors will circulate from
team to team, offering feedback and direction where appropriate.  Revise, re-propose and re-
represent your work as a product of your collaborative work sessions.  Each team member must
actively participate in the entire design process, though roles will vary. 

PRODUCTS: Your team will be asked to present to faculty an outline of your intended design
process and schedule, as well as an evolving list of self-defined presentation requirements to
most effectively and fully communicate your design ideas.  Your final presentation should focus
heavily on demonstrating the design and decision-making process that led to your solution.  You
are encouraged to experiment with & invent the most appropriate graphic and visual techniques
to represent your ideas clearly and vividly.

SCHEDULE:
W ed. Oct. 5, 4:30pm ASSIGN project, teams move into new spaces & begin!
Fri. Oct. 7, 1:30pm LECTURE: intro.  to  Proj. 2, then instructors circulate to teams
Mon./W ed./Fri. Oct. 10-14 W ORK week, instructors circulate to teams  
Sun. Oct. 16, 10:00pm DUE DATE for all work
Mon. Oct. 17, 1:30-5:00 REVIEW  all student projects
W ed. Oct. 19, 1:30pm LECTURE: discuss Proj.2, introduce Proj.3,  Chicago plans 
Fri. Oct. 21 NO STUDIO, mid-semester break. 


